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Abstract
A graph G is called {H1; H2; : : : ; Hk}-free if G contains no induced subgraph isomorphic
to any Hi; 16i6k. Let G be a 3-connected {K1;4; K1;4 + e}-free graphs of order n¿30. If

(G)¿(n+5)=5, then G is hamiltonian, where K1;4 + e is a graph obtained by joining a pair of
nonadjacent vertices in a K1;4. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We consider only 6nite undirected graphs without loops and multiple edges. For
terminology, notation and concepts not de6ned here, see [1]. A graph G is said to be
hamiltonian if G contains a hamiltonian cycle, a cycle containing all of the vertices
of G. A graph G is called {H1; H2; : : : ; Hk}-free if G contains no induced subgraph
isomorphic to any Hi; 16i6k. In particular, if k =1 and H1 is K1;3, one says that G
is claw-free. The graph K1;4 + e is de6ned as a graph obtained by joining a pair of
nonadjacent vertices in a K1;4. If S ⊆ V (G), then N (S) denotes the neighbors of S,
that is, the set of all vertices in G adjacent to at least one vertex in S. For a subgraph
H of G and S ⊆ V (G) − V (H), let NH (S)=N (S) ∩ V (H) and |NH (S)|=dH (S). If
S = {s}, then NH (S) and |NH (S)| are written as NH (s) and dH (s), respectively. If C
is a cycle in G, let
→
C denote the cycle C with a given orientation. For u; v∈C, let→
C[u; v] denote the consecutive vertices on C from u to v in the direction speci6ed by→
C . The same vertices, in reverse order, are given by
←
C[v; u]. Both
→
C[u; v] and
←
C[v; u]
are considered as paths and vertex sets. If u is on C, then the predecessor, successor,
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next predecessor and next successor of u along the orientation of C are denoted by
u−; u+; u−− and u++, respectively.
Mingchu Li [4] investigated the hamiltonicity of 3-connected claw-free graph and
proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Mingchu Li [4]). Let G be a 3-connected claw-free graph of order n. If

(G)¿ (n+ 5)=5; then G is hamiltonian.
Chen and Schelp [2] obtained several results on the hamiltonian properties of
K1; r-free graphs. In particular, they proved the following theorem by using the powerful
technique of ‘insertible vertices’ introduced by Zhang [5].
Theorem 2 (Chen and Schelp [2]). Let G be a k-connected K1;4-free graph of order
n. If k+1(G)¿ n+ k; then G is hamiltonian.
Obviously, Theorem 2 has the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Let G be a 3-connected K1;4-free graph of order n. If 
(G)¿ (n+3)=4;
then G is hamiltonian.
The purpose of this paper is to study the hamiltonicity of {K1;4; K1;4+e}-free graphs,
a family of graphs that is between the set of claw-free graphs and the set of K1;4-free
graphs. The main result obtained in this paper is as follows.
Theorem 3. Let G be a 3-connected {K1;4; K1;4 + e}-free graphs of order n¿ 30. If

(G)¿ (n+ 5)=5; then G is hamiltonian.
Clearly, Theorem 3 is a generalization of Theorem 1 provided that n¿30. Theorem 3
is also comparable to Corollary 1 in the sense that the set of {K1;4; K1;4+e}-free graphs
is a subset of K1;4-free graphs but the condition 
(G)¿ (n+ 5)=5 is weaker than the
condition 
(G)¿(n+ 3)=4.
The proof of Theorem 3 is given in Section 3. The ideas and proof techniques
exhibited by Mingchu Li in [4] are adopted in the proof of Theorem 3. Two known
results are also needed in the proof of Theorem 3, the 6rst one is an implicit result in
Section 4 of Chen and Schelp’s paper [2] and the second one is a result obtained by
Jung in [3], both of them are stated as lemmas in Section 2.
2. Lemmas
Lemma 1 (Chen and Schelp [2]). Let G be a 2-connected K1;4-free nonhamiltonian
graph of order n and let C be a longest cycle in G. Assume that H is a connected
component of G[V (G)\V (C)]. Then there exists an independent set I with cardinality
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|NC(H)|+ 1 in G such that
∑
v∈I
d(v)6 n+ |NC(H)| − 1:
Lemma 2 (Jung [3]). Let G be a 3-connected nonhamiltonian graph of order n and let
C be a longest cycle in G. Assume that H is a connected component of G[V (G)\V (C)].
If H is not hamilton-connected; then |V (C)|¿ 4
(G)− 5.
3. Proof of Theorem 3
Proof of Theorem 3. Let G be a 3-connected {K1;4; K1;4+e}-free nonhamiltonian graph
satisfying the conditions in Theorem 3. Assume that C =(c1c2 : : : cmc1) is a longest
cycle in G and H is a connected component of G[V (G)\V (C)]. It is also assumed that
c1; c2; : : : ; cm are labeled in the order of the direction of C. From Lemma 1, one has that
(1+|NC(H)|)
6n+|NC(H)|−1, which implies that |NC(H)|(
−1)6 n−
−1, and so
|NC(H)|6 4−2=(
−1). Since G is 3-connected, |NC(H)|¿ 3. Therefore |NC(H)|=3.
Choose one vertex u in H . Then |H |¿dH (u) + 1¿d(u) − 3 + 1¿ 
 − 2¿ 5. Let
NC(H)= {ci; cj; cl}; (i¡ j¡l). Then there exist three distinct vertices xi; xj, and xl
in H such that cixi; cjxj, and clxl are in E.
Claim 1. H is hamilton-connected.
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that H is not hamilton-connected. From Lemma 2,
|V (C)|¿ 4
−5. Thus |H |6 n−|V (C)|6 
. Therefore, for each vertex in H; 2dH (x)¿
2(d(x)− 3)¿ 2
− 6¿ 
+ 1¿ |H |+ 1. This implies that H is hamilton-connected, a
contradiction.
Therefore for any two vertices x and y of H there exists a hamilton path, denoted
xHy, in H .
Claim 2. Let k be any element in {i; j; l}. If |NH (ck)|=1; then |H |¿ 
 − 1. If
|NH (ck)|¿ 2; then c−k c+k is in E.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that k = i. If |NH (ci)|=1, then
|H |¿dH (xj) + 1¿d(xj) − 2 + 1¿ 
 − 1. If |NH (ci)|¿ 2, choose two vertices x; y
in NH (ci), since G[ci; c−i ; c
+
i ; x; y] is not isomorphic to K1;4 and K1;4 + e, then c
−
i c
+
i
is in E.
Claim 3. G[V (G)\V (C)] has a unique component H .
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that G[V (G)\V (C)] has at least two components.
Let H1 be a component of G[V (G)\V (C)] which is diKerent from H . Using an
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argument similar to the one just given, replacing H by H1, one has that |H1|¿ 
− 2.
If there exists an element in {i; j; l}, say i, such that |NH (ci)|=1, then from the
hamilton-connectedness of H , |→C[c+i ; c−j ]|¿ |H |¿ 
 − 1; |
→
C[c+j ; c
−
l ]|¿ |H |¿ 
 − 1,
and |→C[c+l ; c−i ]|¿ |H |¿ 
−1. Therefore n¿ 4(
−1)+ |{ci; cj; cl}|+(
−2)=5
−3,
a contradiction. Then |NH (ci)|¿ 2; |NH (cj)|¿ 2, and |NH (cl)|¿ 2. Thus Claim 2 im-
plies that c−i c
+
i ; c
−
j c
+
j , and c
−
l c
+
l are in E. Therefore from the hamilton-connectedness
of H , one has that |→C[c++i ; c−−j ]|¿ |H |¿ 
 − 2; |
→
C[c++j ; c
−−
l ]|¿ |H |¿ 
 − 2, and
|→C[c++l ; c−−i ]|¿ |H |¿ 
−2. Therefore n¿ 5(
−2)+|{c−i ; ci; c+i ; c−j ; cj; c+j ; c−l ; cl; c+l }|=
5
− 1, a contradiction.
Let A= {ci; cj; cl}; T1 =
→
C[c+i ; c
−
j ]; T2 =
→
C[c+j ; c
−
l ], and T3 =
→
C[c+l ; c
−
i ]. The remain-
der of this proof is divided into two main cases.
Case 1. There exists a vertex in A, say ci, such that NC(ci)\{c+i ; c−i ; cj; cl} 	= ∅.
Claim 4. Let ce be any vertex in NC(ci)\{c+i ; c−i ; cj; cl}. Then ce is not in T2.
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that ce is in T2, since G[ci; c+i ; c
−
i ; xi; ce] is not isomor-
phic to K1;4 and K1;4 + e, at least two of c+i c
−
i ; c
−
i ce; c
+
i ce are in E. If c
+
i c
−
i is in E,
from the hamilton-connectedness of H , it can easily be seen that |→C[c+j ; c−e ]|¿ |H | and
|→C[c+e ; c−l ]|¿ |H |, otherwise there exists a longer cycle than C in G. Thus n¿ 5|H |+
|{c−i ; ci; c+i ; cj; cl; ce}|¿ 5
 − 4, a contradiction. If c+i c−i is not in E, then c−i ce, c+i ce
are in E. It can also be veri6ed that |→C[c+j ; c−e ]|¿ |H |, |
→
C[c+e ; c
−
l ]|¿ |H |, and one
arrives at the same contradiction as before.
Therefore (NC(ci)\{c−i ; c+i ; cj; cl}) ∩ (T1 ∪ T3) 	= ∅. Without loss of generality, as-
sume that (NC(ci)\{c−i ; c+i ; cj; cl}) ∩ T1 	= ∅. Let cp be the last neighbor of ci on
T1 =
→
C[c+i ; c
−
j ] and cq the 6rst neighbor of ci on T3\{c−i }=
→
C[c+l ; c
−
i ]\{c−i }.
Claim 5. c+i c
−
i is in E.
Proof. If |NH (ci)|¿ 2, from Claim 2, one has that c+i c−i is in E. If |NH (ci)|=1,
suppose that c+i c
−
i 	∈ E. Notice that G[ci; xi; c−i ; c+i ; cp] is not isomorphic to K1;4 and
K1;4 + e, so that cpc+i , cpc
−
i are in E. Since the cycle C is not shorter than the cycle
xj
→
C[cj; c−i ]
←
C[cp; ci]xiHxj
in G, one has that |→C[c+p ; c−j ]|¿|H |. Similarly, |
→
C[c+l ; c
−
q ]|¿|H |. Again, from Claim
2, one has that |H |¿
−1. Therefore, n¿|→C[cq; cp]|+ |
→
C[c+p ; c
−
j ]|+ |T2|+ |
→
C[c+l ; c
−
q ]|+
|H | + |{cj; cl}|¿ |(N (ci) ∪ {ci}) − {xi; cj; cl}| + 4|H | + 2=d(ci) + 4|H |¿ 5
 − 4, a
contradiction. (Notice that if ci does not have a neighbor in T3\{c−i }, let cq= c−i , a
contradiction can also be reached.)
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Claim 6. N (c−p ) ∩ T2 = ∅.
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that N (c−p ) ∩ T2 	= ∅. Choose a vertex, say ct , in
N (c−p ) ∩ T2. Notice that the cycle C is not shorter than the cycle
xici
→
C[cp; ct]
←
C[c−p ; c
+
i ]
←
C[c−i ; cl]xlHxi
in G, so that |→C[c+t ; c−l ]|¿ |H |. Since G[ci; c+i ; c−i ; xi; cp] is not isomorphic to K1;4 and
K1;4 + e, at least one of cpc−i , cpc
+
i is in E. When cpc
−
i is in E, since the cycle C is
not shorter than the cycle
xj
←
C[cj; cp]
←
C[c−i ; ct]
←
C[c−p ; ci]xiHxj
in G, one has that |→C[c+j ; c−t ]|¿|H |. When cpc+i is in E, since the cycle C is not
shorter than the cycle
xj
←
C[cj; cp]
→
C[c+i ; c
−
p ]
→
C[ct ; ci]xiHxj;
one also has that |→C[c+j ; c−t ]|¿|H |. Therefore, n¿ 5|H | + |{c−i ; ci; c+i ; cj; ct ; cl}|¿
5
− 4, a contradiction.
Let ca be the 6rst neighbors of c−p on
→
C[c+l ; c
−
i ] and cb the last neighbors of c
−
p on
→
C[c+i ; c
−
j ]. Then |
→
C[ca; cb]|¿|N (c−p )\{cj; cl}|+ 1.
If NC(xj)⊆{ci; cj} or NC(xl)⊆{ci; cl}, then |H |¿d(xj)−2+1¿
−1 or |H |¿d(xl)−
2 + 1¿ 
− 1.
Since the cycle C is not shorter than the cycle
xici
→
C[cp; cb]
←
C[c−p ; c
+
i ]
←
C[c−i ; cj]xjHxi
in G, one has that |→C[c+b ; c−j ]|¿|H |.
Since G[ci; c−i ; c
+
i ; xi; cp] is not isomorphic to K1;4 and K1;4+e, at least one of cpc
−
i ,
cpc+i is in E. When cpc
−
i is in E, since the cycle C is not shorter than
xi
→
C[ci; c−p ]
→
C[ca; c−i ]
→
C[cp; cl]xlHxi
in G, one has that |→C[c+l ; c−a ]|¿|H |. When cpc+i is in E, since the cycle C is not
shorter than
xi
←
C[ci; ca]
←
C[c−p ; c
+
i ]
→
C[cp; cl]xlHxi
in G, one has that |→C[c+l ; c−a ]|¿|H |.
Therefore n¿|→C[ca; cb]|+ 4|H |+ |{cj; cl}|¿ 5
− 3, a contradiction.
If NC(xj) * {ci; cj} and NC(xl) * {ci; cl}, i.e., NC(xj)= {ci; cj; ck} and NC(xj)=
{ci; cj; ck}, then Claim 2 implies that c+j c−j and c+l c−l are in E. A similar argument as
given before shows that |→C[c+b ; c−−i ]|¿|H | and |
→
C[c++l ; c
−
a ]|¿|H |. Therefore,
n¿ |→C[ca; cb]|+ 4|H |+ |{c−j ; cj; c+j ; c−l ; cl; c+l }|¿5
− 3, a contradiction.
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Case 2. Every vertex ck satis6es NC(ck)\({c+k ; c−k } ∪ A)= ∅, where k = i, j, l.
Since d(ck)¿ 7, one has that |NH (ck)|¿ 3. Thus Claim 2 implies that c−k c+k is in
E, where k = i, j, l.
Claim 7. N (c+i ) ∩ T2 = ∅.
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that N (c+i ) ∩ T2 	= ∅. Let cd be the 6rst and ca the
last vertices in N (c+i ) ∩
→
C[c+j ; c
−
l ]. Since the cycle C is not shorter than the cycle
xi
←
C[ci; cd]
→
C[c+i ; c
−
j ]c
+
j cjxjHxi
in G, one has that |→C[c++j ; c−d ]|¿|H |. Let cp be the 6rst vertex in N (c+i ) ∩
→
C[c+l ; c
−
i ]
and cb the last vertex in N (c+i ) ∩
→
C[c+i ; c
−
j ]. Since the cycle C is not shorter than the
cycle
xi
←
C[ci; cp]
→
C[c+i ; c
−
l ]c
+
l clxlHxi
in G, one has that |→C[c++l ; c−p ]|¿ |H |.
Next it is proved that |→C[c+b ; c−j ]| + |
→
C[c+a ; c
−
l ]|¿ |H |. Since G[c+i ; ci; c−i ; ca; cb] is
not isomorphic to K1;4 + e, at least one of cacb, c−i ca, c
−
i cb is in E. If cacb is in E,
since the cycle C is not shorter than the cycle
xj
→
C[cj; ca]
←
C[cb; cl]xlHxj
in G, |→C[c+b ; c−j ]|+ |
→
C[c+a ; c
−
l ]|¿|H |. If c−i ca is in E, since the cycle C is not shorter
than the cycle
xi
→
C[ci; ca]
←
C[c−i ; cl]xlHxi
in G, |→C[c+a ; c−l ]|¿|H |. Therefore |
→
C[c+b ; c
−
j ]| + |
→
C[c+a ; c
−
l ]|¿ |H |. If c−i cb is in E,
since the cycle C is not shorter than the cycle
xi
→
C[ci; cb]
←
C[c−i ; cj]xjHxi
in G, |→C[c+b ; c−j ]|¿|H |. Therefore |
→
C[c+b ; c
−
j ]|+ |
→
C[c+a ; c
−
l ]|¿|H |.
Hence n¿ |→C[cp; cb] ∪
→
C[cd; ca]|+ 4|H |+ |{cj; c+j ; cl; c+l }|¿d(c+i ) + 1 + 4(
− 2) +
4¿ 5
− 3, a contradiction.
Claim 8. N (c+i ) ∩ (T3\{c−i })= ∅.
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that N (c+i ) ∩ (T3\{c−i }) 	= ∅. Let cp be the 6rst ver-
tex in N (c+i ) ∩ (T3\{c−i }) and ca the last vertex in N (c+i ) ∩ (T3\{c−i }). Also let
cb be the last vertex in N (c+i ) ∩
→
C[c+i ; c
−
j ]. Then one asserts that cb 	= c++i . Sup-
pose not, then |→C[cp; cb]|¿d(c+i ) + 1¿ 
+ 1 and |
→
C[c+b ; c
−−
j ]|¿ |H | − 1. From the
proof of Claim 7, one has that |→C[c++l ; c−p ]|¿|H |. Therefore, n¿4|H | − 1 + 
 + 1 +
|{c−j ; cj; c+j ; c−l ; cl; c+l }|¿5
− 2, a contradiction. Hence cb 	= c++i .
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Since G[c+i ; ci; c
++
i ; ca; cb] is not isomorphic to K1;4 and K1;4 + e, and cica, cicb, and
cic++i are not in E, at least two of cacb, cac
++
i , cbc
++
i , are in E. If cacb is in E, since
the cycle C is not shorter than the cycle
xicic−i
→
C[c+i ; cb]
←
C[ca; c+j ]c
−
j cjxjHxi
in G, |→C[c+a ; c−−i ]| + |
→
C[c+b ; c
−−
j ]|¿ |H |. If cacb is not in E, then cac++i , cbc++i are
in E. Since the cycle C is not shorter than the cycle
xicic−i c
+
i
←
C[cb; c++i ]
←
C[ca; c+j ]c
−
j cjxjHxi
in G, |→C[c+a ; c−−i ]|+|
→
C[c+b ; c
−−
j ]|¿|H |. Therefore, n¿ |
→
C[c+a ; c
−−
i ]|+|
→
C[c+b ; c
−−
j ]|+
|→C[cp; ca]∪
→
C[c−i ; cb]|+3|H |+ |{c−j ; cj; c+j ; c−l ; cl; c+l }|¿ 4|H |+d(c+i )+1+6¿ 5
−1,
a contradiction.
From Claims 7 and 8, one has that N (c+i )\{c−i ; ci} ⊆ T1. Similarly,
(N (c+i )\{c−i ; ci}) ∪ (N (c−j )\{c+j ; cj}) ⊆ T1;
(N (c+j )\{c−j ; cj}) ∪ (N (c−l )\{c+l ; cl}) ⊆ T2;
(N (c+l )\{c−l ; cl}) ∪ (N (c−i )\{c+i ; ci}) ⊆ T3:
Set S1 =
→
C[c++i ; c
−−
j ], S2 =
→
C[c++j ; c
−−
l ], and S3 =
→
C[c++l ; c
−−
i ]. Without loss of
generality, assume that S1 has the smallest cardinality among S1, S2, and S3. Then
3|S1|6 4
−12, otherwise n¿ |{c−i ; ci; c+i ; c−j ; cj; c+j ; c−l ; cl; c+l }| +|S1|+ |S2|+ |S3|+ |H |
¿ 3|S1|+ |H |+ 9¿ 4
− 11 + 
− 2 + 9=5
− 4.
Since G is 3-connected, G\{c+i ; c−j } is connected, thus N (S1)∩(S2∪S3) 	= ∅. Without
loss of generality, assume that N (S1) ∩ S2 	= ∅. Let ca ∈ S1 and cu ∈ S2 such that cacu
is in E. The remainder of the proof is divided into two further subcases.
Subcase 2.1. N (S1) ∩ S3 	= ∅.
Let cb ∈ S1 and cv ∈ S3 such that cbcv is in E. Set X =N (c+i )∩S1 and Y =N (c−j )∩S1.
Then |X |¿ |N (c+i )−{c−i ; ci; c−j }|=d(c+i )−3¿ 
−3 and |Y |¿ |N (c−j )−{c+i ; cj; c+j }|=
d(c−j ) − 3¿ 
 − 3. Also, |S1|¿|X ∪ Y |= |X | + |Y | − |X ∩ Y |, thus |X ∩ Y |¿ 2
 −
6− (4
− 12)=3¿ 2.
Let ct be the last vertex in N (c+i )∩
→
C[c++i ; c
−−
j ] and cs the 6rst vertex in N (c
−
j )∩
→
C[c++i ; c
−−
j ]. Since |X ∩Y |¿2, one has that either cb ∈
→
C[c++i ; c
−
t ] or cb ∈
→
C[c+s ; c
−−
j ].
Without loss of generality, assume that cb ∈
→
C[c++i ; c
−
t ]. Let cp be the 6rst vertex in
N (c+i ) ∩
→
C[c+b ; ct]. Since the cycle C is not shorter than the cycle
xi
←
C[ci; cv]
←
C[cb; c+i ]
→
C[cp; c−l ]c
+
l clxlHxi
in G, |→C[c++l ; c−v ]|+|
→
C[c+b ; c
−
p ]|¿ |H |. Clearly,
→
C[c+b ; c
−
p ] ⊆ S1\(N (c+i )−{c−i ; ci; c−j }).
Therefore |→C[c++l ; c−v ]|¿|H | − |S1|+ 
− 3.
Next it is proved that |→C[c+v ; c−−i ]|¿ |H | − |S1|+ 
− 3. Let cq be the last vertex in
N (c+i ) ∩
→
C[c++i ; c
−
b ]. Notice that G[c
+
i ; ci; c
−
i ; cq; ct] is not isomorphic to K1;4 + e, and
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cq, ct are not in N (ci) ∪ N (c−i ). Therefore one has that cqct is in E. Since the cycle
C is not shorter than the cycle
xicic−i
→
C[c+i ; cq]
←
C[ct ; cb]
←
C[cv; c−j ]c
+
j cjxjHxi
in G, |→C[c+v ; c−−i ]|+|
→
C[c+q ; c
−
b ]∪
→
C[c+t ; c
−−
j ]|¿ |H |. Clearly,
→
C[c+q ; c
−
b ]∪
→
C[c+t ; c
−−
j ] ⊆
S1\(N (c+i )− {c−i ; ci; c−j }). Therefore |
→
C[c+v ; c
−−
i ]|¿ |H | − |S1|+ 
− 3.
Similarly, |→C[c++j ; c−u ]|¿ |H |−|S1|+
−3, |
→
C[c+u ; c
−−
l ]|¿ |H |−|S1|+
−3. There-
fore, |V (C)|¿|S1|+ |{c−i ; ci; c+i ; c−j ; cj; c+j ; c−l ; cl; c+l ; cv}|+4(|H |−|S1|+
−3)¿4|H |−
3|S1|+4
−2¿8
−8−4
+12−2=4
+2. Hence n¿ |V (C)|+|H |¿4
+2+
−2=5
,
a contradiction.
Subcase 2.2. N (S1) ∩ S3 = ∅.
Then N (S1) ⊆ S1∪S2∪{c+i ; c−j }. The claim is that there exists a vertex ch in S1 such
that dS2 (ch)¿
=3− 12 , otherwise for each vertex cg ∈ S1 one has dS1∪{c+i ;c−j }(cg)¿ 
−
(
=3− 12 )= 2
=3+ 12 . Thus, dS1 (cg)¿ 2
=3+ 12 −2=2
=3− 32¿ (|S1|+1)=2, and G[S1]
is hamilton-connected. By an argument similar to one given in Subcase 2:1, one has
|→C[c++j ; c−u ]|¿|H | and |
→
C[c+u ; c
−−
l ]|¿|H |. Therefore n¿ 5|H |+ |{c−i ; ci; c+i ; c−j ; cj; c+j ;
c−l ; cl; c
+
l ; cu}|¿ 5
, a contradiction.
Let cu be the 6rst vertex in N (ch) ∩
→
C[c++j ; c
−−
l ] and cv the last vertex in N (ch) ∩→
C[c++j ; c
−−
l ]. By an argument similar to one given in Subcase 2:1, |
→
C[c++j ; c
−
u ]|¿
|H | − |S1| + 
 − 3, |
→
C[c+v ; c
−−
l ]|¿|H | − |S1| + 
 − 3. Therefore, n= |V (C)| + |H |¿
2(|H |−|S1|+
−3)+ |
→
C[cu; cv]|+ |S1|+ |S3|+ |{c−i ; ci; c+i ; c−j ; cj; c+j ; c−l ; cl; c+l }|+ |H |¿
2(|H |−|S1|+
−3)+2|H |+|S1|+
=3− 12+9 =4|H |−|S1|+7
=3+ 52 ¿ 4
−(4
−12)=3+
7
=3− 112 = 5
− 32 , a 6nal contradiction.
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